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Kangmo North slightly drooping eyes, "that trouble Mu total, directly back to Kangshi
group."

These two, one dares to do it, the other dares to do it. Listening to the tone of commo
north, he really regards Mousi Lizhen as his driver.

Mousse looked ahead and turned the steering wheel in his hand. It seemed that he was
very focused on driving, and he didn't talk to the two people in the back row.

Kangmobei began to close his eyes. The red wine that had been splashed on his body
had dried up, leaving a red wine stain with faint aroma.

The wine stains remained on the white shirt on his chest. Instead of being dirty, they
showed a feeling of desperation.

Not long after, the car had stopped at the gate of the company, and there was already a
special person waiting at the gate. After getting off the car, mousse directly left the car
key in his hand to the waiting staff.

Kangmobei also stepped down from the car, walked in side by side with Musi Li,
followed by Bai nianxi, unconsciously separated them little by little.

Today, komorbei is in a black suit, while musili is in a pure white suit. They are
similar in height, and their bodies are symmetrical and elegant. They walk together
with two long legs, as if with their own background music, attracting countless eyes.

Bai nianxi looked behind him, and the more he looked, the more he sighed. These two
should be a perfect couple.

Kangmobei and Musi got into the elevator together. They stood well. Bai nianxi
slowly came forward from behind, feeling that he didn't really want to get in between
them.

But the eyes of conmber and moussili were staring at her like that, and she could only
take one leg slowly.



At this time, the door of the elevator began to close, and Bai nianxi, who had just
stepped into the elevator, was about to get stuck.

Mousse leans away from one and reaches out his hand quickly to block the elevator
door that is about to close.

Conmobei also quickly extended his hand, but his hand was facing Bai nianxi.

A pull, will white read Xi pull into his arms.

Kangmo North bow, eyes seem to have dissatisfaction, "walk so slow what?"

Mu Sili looks at Bai nianxi who rushes into the arms of Kangmo north. His eyes are
deep. He releases his hand to stop the elevator door, and his mouth is still smiling.

Bai nianxi didn't speak. She stood silently in a corner. The two men stood together,
which made her feel oppressed.

When conmber came back, the first thing he had to do was to go into the bathroom,
take another bath and change his clothes.

It's hard for him to take so many baths a day.

Of course, Musi Li didn't come to work as a driver for commobei. Naturally, he came
here to talk with commobei.

Give the place to two people, Bai nianxi out of the office.

"Can Mr. Mu say it now?" Conmobei sat down in his Ceo chair and touched out a
cigarette. Before, because Bai nianxi was by his side, he had not smoked.

And his mood today, has been dark to the extreme.

Musi Li also touched the cigarette case casually and lit the cigarette.

In the smoke, there are two men's equally handsome faces.

"Isn't Kang supposed to know?" Mu Sili also used a rhetorical question. He believed
that Kang Mobei was very clear about the purpose of his trip.

"I don't know until you say it. If you don't say it. " Conmobei dusted his fingertips. "I'll
take it you haven't been here."

Musi Li gave a low smile and rubbed his eyebrows. "Before the lunch, I felt bad in my



heart. Now it seems that my premonition is not wrong."

"I don't know if we can count on the cooperation we talked about before in general
manager Kang's office?"

Kang Mo north raises an eye, "Mu always thinks?"

"I think, I and Kang general idea, is probably contrary."

As if some tiny string quietly broke, breaking the original subtle atmosphere.

Commo looked at musili without expression in the north, "want to cooperate? Give me
a reason. "

Mu Sili thought a little, "I also want to ask why Mu always doesn't want to
cooperate?" He took a deep breath of the smoke, spitting out a little smoke, "is it
because of President Qi?"

It's really because of Qi Zhiwei.

Kangmobei knew very well that Qi Zhiwei had come back to China for this
cooperation and business. And the so-called as his mother, but to be able to intervene
in his life just to find an identity.

If before, he can endure, but Qi Zhiwei's action today has completely angered him.

It's also normal for Musi to have such a performance. Everyone knows how much
effort they have spent on this cooperation. It's really stressful for commobei to
overthrow all of them this time.

Conmobei didn't speak, so Musi left as a default.

"No one can control the decision that Laikang always has to make. Although the
contract has been signed, you can't afford the penalty."

Musi from looking at the north, good-looking eyes lingering shallow smile, "just, it is
not worth the loss.""What do you say?"

"If Kang always insists on finishing the meal today, he should be able to hear that
President Qi is going back to England."

The British M group has accumulated a lot of affairs to deal with, and Qi Zhiwei has
been abroad for some time. The day before yesterday, there came news that she needs
to return home.



She's British, her country, in England.

This is also the reason why she suddenly wants to invite Bai nianxi to dinner. As soon
as Bai nianxi stays by the side of kangmobei, she can't rest assured.

She can still leave business affairs to musi Li, but if kangmobei doesn't confirm the
relationship with mu Rushuang one day, she can't let go and leave.

At noon, she originally wanted Bai nianxi to recognize the truth, give up the thought of
kangmobei, and force her to leave kangmobei.

It's just that she underestimated Bai nianxi's position in kangmobei's heart, and things
are developing in an unpredictable direction.

"To say these words is just to tell president Kang that our cooperation can continue, of
course, if President Kang is willing to."

"As for Mr. Kang's personal affairs, Mr. Qi should not interfere in the near future."

Moussili had already made his meaning clear, so he didn't say any more. After putting
out the cigarette end, he turned and left.

At that time, with the fury of commobei, it was expected that he would overthrow the
cooperation when he went back. He invested a lot in this cooperation project, but of
course, he could not afford to suffer such losses.

He is a businessman, so is conmbe, and businessmen are all profit-making.

He understood the pros and cons, and so did conmbe.

He came for the sake of continuing to cooperate, but with a little selfish in his heart.

When mousse left the office and went out at the corner, Bai nianxi just stood at the
corner, pressing her mobile phone in her hand, as if she had just hung up.

This is his selfishness.
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